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World IT Consulting provides services and technology expertise that help our customers improve business performance.
Our broad range of partnerships allows us to meet the distinctive needs of our customers in deploying and servicing their
business intelligence and performance management solutions. We support all the software suites offered by Cognos from
planning and budgeting, to measuring and monitoring performance, to reporting and analysis. We help our clients maximize their technology investments through our industry expertise and specialized knowledge.
Our Vision is “partnering” with clients to deliver value. We are, therefore, willing to go the “long haul” with them...
A detailed implementation process methodology reinforced with our experience across diverse engagements. Our strong
Project Management and Risk Management capabilities focusing on an assurance-based deployment approach.
World IT Consulting has global presence, with offices worldwide including: USA, UAE and Japan.

Rosy Blue
Rosy Blue (RB) is one of the largest diamond and jewellery
companies in the world
- Turnover of about USD 2 billion
- Operations cover
- Diamond trading
- Certificated diamond trading
- Diamond manufacturing
- Jewellery manufacturing
- Jewellery retailing
- The company was spread across the globe with:
- Diamond trading offices in India, Belgium, USA,
UAE, Hong Kong, Japan and Russia
- Diamond factories in India, Thailand, Sri Lanka,
China, Armenia, South Africa
- Jewellery retail/trading/manufacturing in India, US,
China/HK and Japan

COGNOS Work Done
- Integration of COGNOS 7 and 8 BI with Oracle JD Edwards
- About 180 reports and 50 Cubes are developed including
migration from COGNOS 7 to COGNOS 8
- About 30 alerts and 10 dashboards have been developed
- Integration of COGNOS 8 BI with Microsoft Office for
monthly management presentation
- RB has outsourced development, help desk support and
maintenance of system

Benefits
- Manufacturing
- KPIs has assisted manufacturing locations
- Reduce turnaround time
- Reduce inventory at each stage and across the factory
- Assisted in improving margin of goods manufactured at factory due to better tracking of yields at various stages
- Improved customer service
- Track customer purchase trends
- Identify usual customer requirements regardless of location
- Manage sales across different customer segments
- Profitability
- Track profitability by polished and rough as daily P&L
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Rosy Blue KPIs
Reviewed by COO

Alerts received by Sales Team

Trading
Company

Trading
Company

Sales and Purchase
over the last 4 days

Sales team is divided
by locations or desk.
Each desk has a sales
target in USD million.

Can drill down if
required

Alerts received by Manufacturing Locations

Alerts is sent when
actual is less than
target for the month

Alerts received by Manufacturing Locations
If lots do not
move from one work
center to another work
center for more than
3 days then alert
is sent

Manufacturing of
Polished Diamond
If the expected margin for
a rough diamond lot is less
than 0% or more than 5%
then an email alerts is sent

Rosy Blue Manufacturing Dashboard
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Cognos BI Example of Work Done

